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Abstract

We provide both a semantic interpretation and log-
ical (inferential) characterization of the Markov
principle that underlies the main action theories in
AI. This principle will be shown to constitute a non-
monotonic assumption that justifies the actual re-
strictions on action descriptions in these theories,
as well as constraints on allowable queries. It will
be shown also that the well-known regression prin-
ciple is a consequence of the Markov assumption,
and it is valid also for non-deterministic domains.

1 Introduction
Theories of action and change form one of the central subjects
of AI. A wide range of such theories have been suggested in
the literature, starting from low-level representations of ac-
tions in first-order languages (such as the situation calculus)
and ending with higher-order action description languages,
as well as representations of actions in general formalisms of
propositional dynamic logic (PDL) and linear temporal logic
(LTL). Moreover, one of the useful ways of providing trans-
ferability results among different theories involves designing
further, still more general theories that subsume existing ones
as special cases (see, e.g., [Thielscher, 2011]).

In this study we will pursue, however, a somewhat dif-
ferent, top-down approach, which amounts to finding com-
mon knowledge representation principles that underly these
action theories. Our hope is that it is possible to single out
a relatively small number of ‘AI-specific’ principles and as-
sumptions in such a way that existing action theories could be
viewed as implementations of the same principles in particu-
lar representation frameworks.

The starting point of this study is the fact that actual de-
scriptions used for representing actions in all the above men-
tioned formalisms employ only a modest part of expressive
capabilities allowed by their host logical frameworks. This
is clearly true for the action descriptions formulated in the
classical first-order framework, but it pertains also to formal-
izations of actions in logic programming, PDL and LTL. As
we are going to show in this study, the informal Markov prin-
ciple provides an ultimate basis for most of these restrictions,
and it is ‘responsible’ for many important special properties

of these action theories, such as the executability assumption
and the regression principle.

The plan of the paper is as follows. As a basic represen-
tation framework, we will adopt a formalism of Sequential
Dynamic Logic (SDL) suggested in [Bochman and Gabbay,
2012] for a general logical description of action domains. The
formalism of SDL is expressively equivalent to propositional
dynamic logic (PDL), but it is formulated as a plain proposi-
tional language with the usual (though generalized) proposi-
tional connectives, and without modal operators. This makes
this formalism quite transparent with respect to commonsense
descriptions of dynamic domains. The formalism will also al-
low us to provide a concise syntactic characterization of the
Markov principle as a special kind of interpolation. It will be
shown, in particular, that this principle allows us to explain
the actual restrictions on the form of action descriptions in ac-
tion theories, as well as the constraints on allowable queries.
In addition, we will show that the regression principle can
also be viewed as an immediate consequence of the Markov
property, and that it is valid also for non-deterministic do-
mains.

2 Sequential Dynamic Logic
In this section we will provide a brief description of sequen-
tial dynamic logic (SDL) from [Bochman and Gabbay, 2012].

The vocabulary of SDL contains propositional atoms of
two kinds, actions Π = {π, ρ, . . . }, and fluents1 P =
{p, q, . . . }. The language of the logic is a set of logical for-
mulas {A,B,C, . . . } constructed from propositional atoms
(of either kind) using three propositional connectives, con-
junction ∧, (dynamic) negation ∼ and disjunction ∨. Se-
mantic interpretation of these formulas are given below in the
framework of a relational semantics.

The following definition describes a well-known notion of
a transition model (see, e.g., [van Benthem, 1996]).

Definition. A transition model is a tripleM = (S,Π∪P,F),
where S is a set of states, Π∪P a set of atomic propositions,
and F a valuation function assigning each atomic proposition
a binary relation on S, subject to the constraint that, for any
fluent p ∈ P , F(p) ⊆ Id, where Id = {(s, s) | s ∈ S}.

1We deviate here from the terminology of [Bochman and Gab-
bay, 2012].
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If (s, s) ∈ F(p), we will say that a proposition p holds in a
state s. More generally, we will say that a proposition A (not
necessarily an atomic one) is static if its interpretation F(A)
is a subset of Id. Then the above definition stipulates that any
fluent atom is a static proposition.

The three connectives of SDL are interpreted in a transition
model as follows:

• s, t � κ iff (s, t) ∈ F(κ), for any propositional atom κ;
• s, t � A∧B iff there exists r with s, r � A and r, t � B;
• s, t � ∼A iff s = t and there is no r such that s, r � A;
• s, t � A ∨B iff s, t � A or s, t � B;

The above definitions extend the valuation function F to
all formulas of the language. The definition for conjunction
∧ amounts to the equalityF(A∧B) = F(A)◦F(B), where ◦
is a composition of binary relations. This conjunction is non-
commutative, but it is an associative connective. Note also
that conjunction of static propositions collapses to the usual
classical conjunction.

By the above definition, dynamic negation ∼ always pro-
duces a static proposition. Moreover, when restricted to static
propositions, ∼ behaves exactly as a classical negation.

More generally, any logical combination of static proposi-
tions in this language will be a static proposition. Moreover,
restricted to static propositions, the three connectives behave
classically. In this sense classical logic can be viewed as a
‘static fragment’ of sequential dynamic logic.

In what follows by a fluent proposition we will mean an
arbitrary formula constructed from fluent atoms only. Clearly,
any fluent proposition will be static, though not vice versa.

The entailment relation of SDL is based on dynamic infer-
ence rules aA, where A is a formula and a a sequence of
formulas. An informal meaning of such rules is that a pro-
cess a causes an event A. Formally, the valuation function F
is canonically extended to sequences of propositions:

F(A1 . . . An) = F(A1) ◦ · · · ◦ F(An).

Then the following definition describes when a dynamic in-
ference rule is valid in a transition model.
Definition. A dynamic rule a  A is valid in a transition
model M if, for any states s, t ∈ S such that (s, t) ∈ F(a),
there exists a state r such that (t, r) ∈ F(A). M will denote
the set of rules that are valid in a transition model M .

A set of dynamic rules will be said to form a dynamic con-
sequence relation if it coincides with M , for some transition
model M . [Bochman and Gabbay, 2012] provided a sequent
calculus that is complete for such dynamic consequence rela-
tions.

In what follows, we will use two derived connectives de-
finable in the language of SDL:
• dynamic implication A→ B, defined as ∼(A ∧ ∼B).
Dynamic implication satisfies the Deduction Theorem:

aA  B iff a  A→ B.
Consequently, it can be used to transform the rules of SDL to
propositional formulas. In addition, this connective behaves
exactly as a classical implication on static propositions.

• Inconsistency ⊥, defined as ∼A ∧ A, where A is an ar-
bitrary proposition2.

Semantically, ⊥ corresponds to the empty relation ∅. Con-
sequently, it can be viewed as a static falsity constant.

The language of SDL provides a very simple and trans-
parent representation for common action descriptions. As a
typical example of representation in this language, if Shoot is
an action, while Loaded and Dead are fluents, then an action
effect rule like

Shoot causes Dead if Loaded

is representable in SDL simply as a dynamic inference rule
Loaded Shoot  Dead,

which is equivalent to each of the following rules:
Loaded ∧ Shoot  Dead,

 (Loaded ∧ Shoot)→ Dead

2.1 SDL versus PDL
The main difference between the language of SDL and that
of Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL) is that PDL allows,
in effect, only static (that is, state-evaluated) propositions as
full-fledged propositions of the language. The action terms
function in PDL only as modifiers [α]φ that allow us to con-
struct new static propositions from given ones. Nevertheless,
it has been shown in [Bochman and Gabbay, 2012] that SDL
is expressively equivalent to PDL. More precisely, there are
polynomial translations from each of the languages to another
that preserve the respective entailment relations. Thus, the
following translation τ simultaneously transforms both for-
mulas and programs of PDL to SDL-formulas.

τ(κ) = κ, for any atom κ ∈ Π ∪ P
τ(φ&ψ) = τ(φ) ∧ τ(ψ)

τ(¬φ) = ∼τ(φ)

τ([α]φ) = τ(α)→ τ(φ)

τ(α;β) = τ(α) ∧ τ(β)

τ(α ∪ β) = τ(α) ∨ τ(β)

τ(?φ) = τ(φ)

This translation preserves the inference relation of PDL in
the sense that φ1, . . . , φn ` ψ holds in PDL if and only if
τ(φ1) . . . τ(φn)  τ(ψ) holds in SDL.

In fact, purely propositional formulas of PDL correspond
exactly to fluent formulas of SDL, while arbitrary PDL for-
mulas correspond to static formulas of SDL. The latter cor-
respondence can be described more precisely as follows. Re-
call that PDL formulas are constructed from fluent atoms us-
ing the classical connectives and the modal construct [π]F ,
which corresponds to the implication π→F in the SDL no-
tation. Accordingly, let us say that a static SDL formula is
of PDL-type if it is constructed recursively from fluent atoms
using the propositional connectives and implications of the
form π→φ, where π is an action atom, and φ a PDL-type for-
mula. Then it can be shown that any static formula of SDL
can be transformed into an equivalent formula of PDL-type.
We will use this correspondence in what follows.

2Note that the order is important here, since A ∧ ∼A may well
be consistent.
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3 Markov Assumption in Action Domains
It is widely held (especially in the AI literature) that a proper
description of dynamic domains should conform to the fol-
lowing Markov principle: in every state of a dynamic sys-
tem, both an executability and particular effects of every ac-
tion should depend only on fluent propositions that hold in
this state. Accordingly, a complete fluent information about
a particular state should exhaustively determine all possible
future developments from this state. Note that this principle
does not presuppose determinism, so it is compatible with
existence of nondeterministic actions. Still, it states that the
range of possible outcomes of such an action in every state is
fully determined by the fluents that hold in this state.

It is important to note that the Markov principle is not an
intrinsic, ‘ontological’ property of action domains. Rather, it
should be viewed as a general knowledge representation prin-
ciple, or assumption, according to which a dynamic system
ought to be described in a way that conforms to this princi-
ple. Thus, if an actual description of a dynamic system does
not satisfy the Markov principle, this could be viewed as an
evidence that this description simply lacks expressivity, since
the fluent information it can articulate is insufficient for dis-
tinguishing states with different possibilities of actions.

3.1 Semantics: Transparent Models
Arbitrary transition models (that constitute the semantics of
our language) do not satisfy, in general, the Markov property.
Indeed, in such models two states satisfying the same fluent
facts may occupy different places in a relational structure, and
hence have different dynamic properties such as executability
of actions as well as their effects. This immediately suggests,
however, that a natural way of imposing the Markov principle
consists in restricting transition models to models in which
different states are distinguishable by their ‘fluent content’:

Definition. • A transition model will be called transpar-
ent if for any two distinct states s, t ∈ S there is a fluent
formula F that holds in s, but does not hold in t.

• A dynamic consequence relation will be called trans-
parent if it is determined by some transparent transition
model.

Any state of a transparent model is uniquely determined by
the set of fluent formulas that hold in it. Accordingly, trans-
parent models can be alternatively described as quadruples
(I, P,Π,F), where I is a set of propositional valuations as-
signing a truth value to each fluent atom from P , while F
assigns each action a binary relation on such valuations.

As a matter of fact, transparent models have been used ex-
plicitly or implicitly in overwhelming majority of action the-
ories developed in AI. Thus, it is a standard model for action
description languages [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1998], logic
programming (see, e.g., [Baral and Gelfond, 2005]), causal
theories of action [Giunchiglia et al., 2004], and even some
representations of actions in the PDL framework (see, e.g.,
[Herzig and Varzinczak, 2007]). And though this fact is less
obvious for first-order representations of actions like the sit-
uation calculus, we will see in what follows that such action
theories directly embody the Markov principle.

It should be noted, however, that transparency is not a sim-
ple logical constraint on dynamic consequence relations. In
particular, it cannot be expressed in terms of additional ax-
ioms or inference rules of a usual kind. This follows already
from the fact that any transition model can be conservatively
transformed into a transparent model simply by adding new
propositional fluents that distinguish the states of the model
(in the extended language). Nevertheless, restriction to trans-
parent models may well sanction additional conclusions that
are not derivable in the underlying logical formalism. The
following example illustrates this.
Example 1. Let us consider a language that contains a single
fluent p and single action π. Any transparent model for this
language has at most two states (= propositional valuations),
and it can be verified that in any such model, if there is a
trace πpπ from some state of a model, then performing π in
this state leads to a state in which π will always be executable
whenever p holds in it. Formally, this description corresponds
to the following rule of SDL:

∼∼(π ∧ p ∧ π)πp  π

Note, however, that this rule is not valid in SDL, and
it is refuted in a non-transparent model with three states
s, t, t1 such that p holds in t and t1 only, and F(π) =
{(s, t), (s, t1), (t, t1)}.

3.2 Basic Action Theories and Markov Completion
A key to a better understanding of the Markov principle is
provided by the following restriction on dynamic rules:

Definition. A dynamic rule will be called basic if it has the
form FπF1, or the form F , where π is an action atom
and F, F1 are fluent formulas. A set of basic rules will be
called a basic action theory.

Rules of the form FπF1 (or formulas F→[π]F1 in the
PDL notation) correspond to action descriptions used in prac-
tically all action theories in AI. Such rules correspond also to
the so-called Hoare rules {F}π{F1} in the theory of compu-
tation (see [Harel et al., 2000]). Note that these rules include
inexecutability conditions Fπ⊥ as a special case.

Rules of the form  F correspond to the usual static laws
or constraints. Note that in SDL a rule F F1 is equivalent
to  F→F1, so such rules are reducible to basic static laws.

It should be noted that static laws in a basic action the-
ory are completely independent of the action rules: any static
law that is derivable from a basic action theory is derivable
already from its static laws alone3. The situation is not sym-
metric, however, for action laws, since static laws can be used
to derive new action laws from given ones.

Now, the following key result shows that transparent dy-
namic consequence relations are uniquely determined by their
basic rules.

Theorem 1. Two transparent dynamic consequence relations
coincide if and only if they have the same basic rules.

3This will no longer hold if we would allow non-basic rules - see,
e.g., [Herzig and Varzinczak, 2007].
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The above theorem states that all the inferences sanctioned
by a transparent consequence relation are determined ulti-
mately by the basic rules that belong to it. In other words,
if we accept the Markov principle, then a complete descrip-
tion of a dynamic model can always be achieved by using
only basic rules. This formal result can be viewed as an ulti-
mate logical justification for restricting action descriptions in
AI domains to basic action theories.

It is interesting to note also that for deterministic action
theories, the above result can be strengthened even further.
Definition. A transition model (S,Π∪P,F) is called deter-
ministic if, for any action atom π, F(π) is a partial function:
if (s, t) ∈ F(π) and (s, r) ∈ F(π), then t = r.

We will say that a dynamic consequence relation is deter-
ministic, if it is generated by a deterministic transition model.
Then the following result can be obtained:
Theorem 2. Any transparent deterministic consequence re-
lation is determined by the set of its static laws and the set of
definite action rules of the form Lπ  l, where l is a fluent
literal and L a conjunction of fluent literals.

The above result shows that, for describing deterministic
action domains, we can safely use only definite action rules
of the form Lπ  l.

Actually, the correspondence between transparent dynamic
consequence relations and basic action theories is bidirec-
tional in the sense that any basic action theory determines
a unique transparent consequence relation associated with it.
This consequence relation can be constructed as follows.

Let ∆ be a basic action theory. Then its canonical trans-
parent transition model M t

∆ = (S∆, P,Π,F∆) is defined by
taking S∆ to be the set of all maximal sets of fluent formulas
that are consistent with respect to (the static laws of) ∆ and
stipulating that, for any action atom π, F(π) is the set of all
pairs (S, T ) such that, for any basic rule FπF1 from ∆, if
F ∈ S, then F1 ∈ T .
Lemma. M t

∆ is a transparent model of ∆.
We will denote by t∆ the dynamic consequence relation

that is determined by the above canonical model M t
∆.

Now, let ∆ denote the least dynamic consequence rela-
tion including ∆. Clearly, ∆ is the set of all rules that are
logically derivable from ∆ in SDL, and consequently ∆ is
included in t∆. However, in general these two consequence
relations do not coincide. Nevertheless, we have
Theorem 3. ∆ has the same basic rules as t∆.

Moreover, since any transparent consequence relation is
uniquely determined by its basic rules, we obtain
Corollary. If ∆ is a basic action theory, then t∆ is a unique
transparent consequence relation that has the same basic
rules as ∆.

The above results and correspondences allow us to be more
precise about the exact impact of restricting the semantics of
dynamic consequence relations to transparent models.

t∆ contains in general more information than what is logi-
cally derivable from ∆. On the other hand, both consequence
relations contain the same basic rules, so the additional infor-
mation in t∆ (as compared with ∆) involves only non-basic

rules. Furthermore, all these additional rules are determined
ultimately only by the basic rules of ∆.

The above properties allow us to see t∆ as a kind of com-
pletion of ∆ that is based on the Markov assumption. More-
over, just as other known kinds of completions, this Markov
completion is nonmonotonic in the sense that if ∆ is extended
with additional rules to another (even basic) action theory ∆′,
it does not necessarily hold that t∆ is included in t∆′ . The
following example illustrates this.
Example 2. Consider a basic action theory ∆ = {π  p}
in a language containing only a fluent atom p and an action
π. The corresponding canonical transparent model M t

∆ in-
volves only two worlds (valuations) s = {∼p} and t = {p},
whereas F(π) = {(s, t), (t, t)}. In this model, action π
can always be executed with an effect p (that is, t∆ π ∧ p
holds). This assertion does not follow, however, logically
from ∆ in SDL. Moreover, if we extend ∆ to a basic theory
∆′ = {π  p, p π  ∼p}, we obtain a different canonical
model in which F(π) = {(s, t)}. In this model π is already
not executable in t, and consequently  π∧p no longer holds.

The executability assumption. One of the most significant
descriptions that cannot be formulated in the restricted lan-
guage of basic action rules are executability claims stating
that, given some conditions, a certain action is executable.
Such descriptions correspond to rules of the form F1  π∧F
in SDL (and to formulas F1 → 〈π〉F in PDL). Moreover, the
above example illustrates that a canonical transparent model
actually maximizes such executability claims. In this sense
it embodies a well-known executability assumption in the ac-
tion literature according to which an action is always consid-
ered executable whenever this is consistent with other facts
and action rules. Accordingly, the executability assumption
can be viewed as a by-product of the Markov principle.

3.3 Admissible Queries
The above results create a peculiar ambiguity about the se-
mantic interpretation and consequences of basic action theo-
ries. On the one hand, a basic theory ∆ is interpreted ‘log-
ically’ by the consequence relation ∆ - the logical closure
of ∆ in SDL. On the other hand, the Markov principle sug-
gests that ∆ should be interpreted by its canonical transparent
model, which corresponds to a larger consequence relation
t∆. Still, Theorem 3 shows that the difference is inessential
for basic rules. This naturally raises a question what kinds
of queries are invariant with respect to these two interpreta-
tions? In order to answer this question, we have to consider a
broader class of dynamic inference rules.

By a generalized basic rule we will mean a dynamic rule
of the form

F0 π1 F1 . . . πn Fn  F,

where F and each Fi is a fluent formula, while πi are action
atoms. Then the following result can be proved as a general-
ization of Theorem 3:
Theorem 4. ∆ has the same generalized basic rules as t∆.

By the above result, derivability of generalized basic rules
does not depend on the choice between the two interpreta-
tions, so each of them can be used for their verification.
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As a matter of fact, generalized basic rules subsume prac-
tically all kinds of queries that are used in action theories.
Actually, most of these theories use only a special kind of
such rules, namely rules of the form F0π1 . . . πn  F1. How-
ever, though this restriction is reasonable for deterministic ac-
tion domains, it is obviously insufficient for capturing proper-
ties of non-deterministic actions. This is because in the non-
deterministic case there may be multiple ways of executing a
sequence of actions π1 . . . πn, and they can be distinguished
by putting fluent ‘tests’ between these actions.

4 Inferential Markov Property
Now we are going to describe a syntactic, inferential counter-
part of the Markov principle.
Definition. A dynamic consequence relation will be said to
satisfy the Markov property if, for any propositions A,B, if
A  B holds, then there is a fluent proposition F such that
A  F and F  B.

According to the above description, the Markov property
is a particular kind of interpolation property requiring that all
inferences of a dynamic consequence relation are mediated
by fluent propositions. We will denote by Cf(A) the set of
fluent consequences of a proposition A:

Cf(A) = {F | F is a fluent proposition & A  F}.
The next result summarizes a number of important condi-

tions that are equivalent to the above Markov property:
Theorem 5. A dynamic consequence relation has the Markov
property if and only if it satisfies one of the following condi-
tions:

1. If S is a maximal consistent set of fluents, and φ a static
proposition, then either S  φ, or S  ∼φ;

2. Cf(φ)  φ, for any static proposition φ;
3. Cf(π→F )  π→F , for any atomic action π and any

fluent formula F .
Condition 2 says, in effect, that for any static proposition φ

there is an equivalent fluent proposition F , that is  φ ↔ F .
Similarly, Condition 3 asserts an existence of a fluent equiva-
lent for any implication π→F .
Remark. In the language of PDL, Condition 2 amounts to the
requirement that for any PDL formula there exists an equiv-
alent propositional formula. Similarly, Condition 3 requires
existence of propositional equivalents for any modal formula
of the form [π]F .

Turning to semantic descriptions, we have
Theorem 6. If a dynamic consequence relation satisfies the
Markov property, then it is transparent.

Finally, the next result shows that in the finite case any
transparent model determines a Markov consequence rela-
tion.
Theorem 7. IfM is a transparent transition model in a finite
language, then M satisfies the Markov property.

Thus, in the finite case there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the syntactic and semantic descriptions of the
Markov principle. Accordingly, we obtain the following

Corollary. A finite dynamic consequence relation is trans-
parent if and only if it has the Markov property.

5 Markov Property and Regression
Now we are going to show that Markov property implies the
well-known regression principle for action domains.

Condition 3 of Theorem 5 says, in effect, that for any action
atom π and any fluent formula F there is a fluent formula F0

that is equivalent to π → F . This implies, in particular, that
for any action π there is a fluent formula Fπ that is equivalent
to π → ⊥. The formula Fπ determines precise conditions for
inexecutability of action π, so ∼Fπ provides us with exact
fluent preconditions for executability of π4, while the con-
junction F0 ∧∼Fπ determines the conditions under which an
action π is executable and produces effect F .

The equivalence of conditions (2) and (3) of Theorem 5
implies that existence of fluent equivalents for any implica-
tion π→F implies existence of such fluent equivalents for
any static formula. In SDL, such a fluent equivalent of an
arbitrary static formula can be obtained as follows.

Recall that any static formula of SDL can be transformed
into an equivalent formula of PDL-type. Now, a fluent equiv-
alent of any PDL-type formula φ can be found using the fol-
lowing simple regression method:

• Recursively replace any sub-formula of φ of the form
π→F with a corresponding fluent equivalent.

The above algorithm always terminates and produces a
fluent formula that is equivalent to φ. This regression al-
gorithm can be seen as an abstract generalization of the re-
gression method in the situation calculus (see [Reiter, 1991;
2001]). Moreover, it extends the latter to general non-
deterministic domains that satisfy the Markov property.

The above regression algorithm can be used for verifying
arbitrary queries concerning a Markov consequence relation.
To see this, note that a question whether a rule A  B holds
for a Markov consequence relation is reducible to the ques-
tion whether the corresponding static proposition A→B is
derivable which, by the above algorithm, is reducible to a va-
lidity of a certain (classical) fluent formula.

If we want, however, to transform the above regression
algorithm into a working procedure for verifying inferences
from action theories, we need a method of producing fluent
equivalents for the ‘effect’ implications π→F from the actual
domain descriptions given in the form of basic action theo-
ries. In the finite case, this can be done as follows.

For a finite language, the canonical transparent model M t
∆

of a basic action theory ∆ is also finite, and each state s of the
model is uniquely determined by the conjunction Fs of the
fluent literals that hold in this state. Then it can be verified
that the following formula gives a fluent equivalent of π→F :

GπF =
∨
{Fs | F ∈ t, for any t such that s π t}.

A proof-theoretic counterpart of the above semantic proce-
dure is as follows. Let ∆ = ∆s ∪∆a be a finite basic action

4Thus, it corresponds to a fluent equivalent of the predicate
Poss(π) in Reiter’s situation calculus.
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theory, where ∆s are static laws, while ∆a are action laws.
∧(∆a) will denote the set of all rules of the form

(C1 ∧ · · · ∧ Cn)π  D1 ∧ · · · ∧Dn

such that Ci π  Di belongs to ∆a for every i ≤ n. Clearly,
any such rule is a logical consequence of ∆. Now, a fluent
equivalent of π→F can be constructed as follows:

GπF =
∨
{C | Cπ  D ∈ ∧(∆a) & D,∆s � F}.

Lemma. GπF is a fluent equivalent of π→F wrt ∆.

Actually, the task of constructing fluent equivalents for im-
plications π→F is partly simplified by the fact that π→(F1∧
F2) is equivalent to (π→F1) ∧ (π→F2), so if G1 and G2

are fluent equivalents of π→F1 and π→F2, respectively, then
G1 ∧G2 is a fluent equivalent of π→F1 ∧F2. Consequently,
it is sufficient to find fluent equivalents for all implications of
the form π→C, where C is a fluent clause.

A further simplification can be obtained for deterministic
consequence relations. As has been established earlier, ac-
tion rules for such consequence relations can be restricted to
fluent literals. Moreover, for such consequence relations we
have that π→(F1 ∨ F2) is equivalent to (π→F1) ∨ (π→F2),
so the task reduces to finding fluent equivalents for implica-
tions π→l, where l is a fluent literal. In addition, for such
consequence relations it holds also that

π→∼F is equivalent to (π→⊥) ∨ ∼(π→F ).

Consequently the task of determining fluent equivalents for
any static proposition is reduced in this case to finding fluent
equivalents for implications π→p, where p is either a fluent
atom, or a falsity constant.

Finally, it turns out that the above constructions are di-
rectly related to Reiter’s basic action theories (BATs) in the
situation calculus (see [Reiter, 2001]), defined in terms of
static laws, action precondition axioms and successor state
axioms. Indeed, action precondition axioms are precisely
assertions that determine fluent equivalents for implications
π→⊥, while the successor state axioms are nothing other
than descriptions of fluent equivalents for implications π→p,
for each action π and every fluent atom p. Thus, as was rightly
noted in [Lin, 2008], Reiter’s basic action theories provide in
this respect a precise realization of the Markov assumption in
the setting of deterministic action theories.

6 Summary and Perspectives
It has been shown in this study that many of the actual restric-
tions and specific properties of action theories in AI can be
obtained as consequences of the general Markov principle for
action domains. Moreover, we have shown that the Markov
principle constitutes a nonmonotonic assumption that allows
us to ‘complete’ information determined by the basic action
rules and static laws. This assumption embodies, in partic-
ular, the executability assumption, and provides an ultimate
logical basis for the regression method.

All the above constructions and results did not take into ac-
count, however, the famous frame problem in reasoning about
actions. This omission was intentional, since the main aim of

this study amounted to showing that many important features
and methods of current action theories stem ultimately from
basic knowledge representation principles that are indepen-
dent of, or complementary to, the frame problem. Still, an
account of the frame problem is essential for an adequate de-
scription of action theories in AI.

Generally speaking, the frame problem is a by-product of
an additional, and also highly reasonable inertia assumption,
according to which the world changes only as a result of ac-
tions, while each particular action directly affects only a rela-
tively small number of fluents. Hence each time a large set of
fluent literals should retain their value in such a change. Now,
in a descriptive setting of action theories, this means that any
action description should involve (explicitly or implicitly) a
large number of inertia, or frame, rules of the form l π  l,
where l is a fluent literal. Accordingly, the frame problem
amounts to the problem how such inertia rules (which are a
special kind of basic rules) can be efficiently represented and
handled.

Markov and inertia assumptions are completely indepen-
dent knowledge representation principles, but they jointly de-
termine the ultimate form and associated logical formalisms
of action theories in AI. In some simple cases (specifically,
in the deterministic setting without static laws), the impact
of the inertia assumption can be directly ‘compiled’ into a
fluent equivalent of an implication π→p. In fact, this is the
essence of Reiter’s ‘simple’ solution to the frame problem5.
Unfortunately, the task becomes much more complex in the
presence of static laws, mainly because it immediately in-
vokes both the qualification and ramification problems. These
problems have been discussed in [Ginsberg and Smith, 1988;
Lin and Reiter, 1994] and in many subsequent studies. A pre-
dominant way of resolving these problems that emerged from
these studies amounted to augmenting domain descriptions
with directional static causal laws for fluents, combined with
an appropriate nonmonotonic reasoning mechanism for deal-
ing with such laws. Such a combined description has been
implemented, for instance, in causal theories of actions (see
[Giunchiglia et al., 2004]).

The formalism of SDL, served as a logical basis of this
study, naturally suggests, however, a more uniform approach
to the problem of incorporating the inertia assumption. Note
first that SDL can be viewed as a direct dynamic general-
ization of the (static) classical propositional calculus, a gen-
eralization that is adequate for a logical description of dy-
namic domains. On the other hand, the inertia assumption can
also be viewed as a natural dynamic counterpart of the well-
known (static) Closed World Assumption that constitutes the
basis of logic programming. This immediately suggests that a
prospective generalization of SDL that would incorporate the
inertia assumption should take the form of a dynamic gen-
eralization of the current (static) Logic Programming. Such
a generalization, if feasible, would provide a uniform knowl-
edge representation formalism for reasoning and computation
in action domains. This is a subject of an ongoing study.

5The corresponding regression principle in PDL has been de-
scribed in [Demolombe et al., 2003].
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